Abstract: We present a novel simulation technique that offers efficient mass fabrication strategies for 2m class hexagonal mirror segments of extremely large telescopes. As the first of two studies in series, we establish the theoretical basis of the tool influence function (TIF) for precessing tool polishing simulation for nonrotating workpieces. These theoretical TIFs were then used to confirm the reproducibility of the material removal foot-prints (measured TIFs) of the bulged precessing tooling reported elsewhere. This is followed by the reverse-computation technique that traces, employing the simplex search method, the real polishing pressure from the empirical TIF. The technical details, together with the results and implications described here, provide the theoretical tool for material removal essential to the successful polishing simulation which will be reported in the second study.
Introduction
The Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs), currently being planned, are to have hexagonal segmented primary mirrors of about 1-2m in diameter [1] . The target specifications of these ELT primary mirrors are highly challenging. Examples may include the EURO50 primary mirror system consisted of 618 hexagonal segments. Each segment is to have the surface form accuracy of better than 18nm peak-to-valley [2] . The primary mirror system is to be phased and aligned to the precision of about 10-20nm rms [3] . The continuing change in slope difference between the target shape and the best-fit sphere serves as the primary cause to the fabrication difficulty. This is expressed as fabrication difficulty index dy [4] in Table 1 . Mathematically, dy is defined as
where k is the conic constant of the primary mirror, f the focal length, and D the diameter of the primary mirror. The table shows that, even without considering mass fabrication requirement, the EURO50 primary segment (dy=4.92) is about 5.3 times more difficult than the KECK primary segment (dy=26.1).
In the midst of many fabrication technologies developed over the last few decades [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the ion beam figuring technique [8, 9] has demonstrated success at producing large hexagonal mirror of about 15nm rms [4] . However, the technique has extremely low material removal rates and consequently suffers from the long delivery schedule. A study indicated that using 6 ion figuring chambers would take about 8 years to complete the 1080 0.5m diameter segments for CELT [12] . This does not even include the requirement of a number of the precision grinding and pre-polishing machines for producing the input mirror surfaces, of sub-micron accuracy, to the ion figuring machines. This demonstrates the critical limitation of its general applicability to the mass fabrication requirement for ELT primary mirror segments of up to 2m in diameter, within the reasonable delivery time of 2-3 years. Among the many process elements, three are crucial for the successful deployment of efficient mass fabrication technique for ELT segmented mirrors. They are: i) low tooling overhead, ii) deterministic material removal and iii) embedded process control intelligence. The bulged precessing polishing process [13, 14] , recently introduced, may have potentials to bring greater improvement than earlier methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] for the three elements defined above. In particular, as it moves across the workpiece, the bulged precessing tool tends to conform its shape to the local surface. Additionally, by changing the tool pressure, a wide range of surface contact area is achieved between the tool and the workpiece using a single bonnet. Such flexible tooling ability, aided with a precision 7-axis (including workpiece rotation) CNC capability and the built-in process intelligence, demonstrated the p-v form accuracy of about 1µm for an on-axis ellipsoid of 500mm in diameter [15, 16] .
This process, as is of today, exhibits its limitation to immediate applicability for the fabrication of ELT primary mirror segments in terms of their size, the aforementioned target surface specification and the hexagonal shape. The production is further complicated with the mass fabrication requirement within the reasonable delivery schedule of 2-3 years. This gives rise to the need of an improved fabrication technique capable of processing the axially nonsymmetric workpieces with even higher deterministic material removal controllability, added to the existing bulged precessing tooling.
Section 2 deals with the theoretical background of the static tool influence function (sTIF) for non-rotating workpieces and its experimental verification. This is followed by the reverse computation technique for the real polishing pressure exerted from the precessing tool bonnet system in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the implications of this study in view of polishing simulation of hexagonal mirror segments for ELT. To this extent, the present technical development, reported here, lay the theoretical foundation for a new precession polishing simulation technique [17] that may offer an attractive solution to the challenging problems of mass fabrication of segmented mirrors for the ELT projects.
sTIF generation and verification

sTIF
For circularly symmetric rotating workpieces, the generalized equation of material removal (EMR) and the variable tool influence function (vTIF) are soon to be reported [18] . EMR is derived from the well-known Preston's relation expressed as
where ∆ z is the integrated material removal from the workpiece surface, κ the removal coefficient of the segment material, P the polishing pressure, V T the magnitude of relative speed between the tool and workpiece surface, and ∆ t the dwell time. Earlier studies [13] [14] [15] [16] showed that the precessing polishing process currently in service uses the measured TIFs of near Gaussian shapes to compute the required dwell time. That method bypasses the need for prior knowledge of the relationship among the material removal (i.e., TIF), polishing pressure, and velocity inside the tool-workpiece contact area (polishing spot). Nevertheless, we note that the relationship serves as an invaluable aid to further the process development for the precessing tool polishing.
The very shape of measured TIFs supports speculation that the polishing pressure exerted by the bonnet system is likely to be near Gaussian. This view is further strengthened with the integrated velocity field that tends to be randomized by the tool precessing action over the dwell time. Thus, we take the approach, as depicted in Fig. 1(a) , that the construction of theoretical TIF starts with a modified Gaussian function with standard deviation σ and maximum pressure P T , such that
where λ is the distance between A and C, and ψ the modification coefficient. For non-rotating workpiece surfaces, the total relative speed V T is the magnitude of the vector sum of the tool rotation TR V and the feed rate TF V shown in Fig. 1(b) . This can be expressed as Eq. (4).
Substituting Eq. (3) and (4) for P and V T of Eq. (2), EMR for non-rotating workpieces is obtained as Eq. (5). Eq. (5) can produce a wide variety of sTIF depending on the input polishing parameters, including tool rpm (W T ), inclination angle (α) and tool pressure (P T ). A typical example of sTIF is shown in Fig. 2 . Here we note the shape difference between the two sTIF crosssectional profiles shown in Fig. 2(b) ; this being caused by the asymmetric velocity field effect with the fixed precessing angle as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . This result re-confirms the report that the asymmetric tool velocity field is strongly tied with changes in precessing angle [18] . For this reason, three precessing angles separated by 120 degrees were used to generate circularly symmetric sTIF throughout this study. 
Experimental verification of sTIF
These theoretical TIFs were used to re-produce the characteristics of the measured [13, 14] TIFs. First, Fig. 3 shows a family of 10 theoretical TIFs generated with the tool rotation range of 100-1000 rpm, with all other parameters fixed. It re-produced the measured material removal depth [14] versus the tool rotation. This implies that the material removal controllability can be achieved, both in simulation and in actual polishing, by altering the tool rotation.
(a) (b) Fig. 3 . (a) Cross-sectional profiles of sTIFs (100 -1000 tool rpm) and (b) depth of measured [14] and theoretical sTIFs Second, we then tested the effects of workpiece attack (i.e. inclination) angle onto TIF as shown in Fig. 4 . Whilst exhibiting the minor difference of about 30nm over the inclination range of 14-18 degrees, the overall diagram shows the theoretical TIFs following the measurement [13] very closely.
Third, we generated a family of theoretical TIFs with the tool pressure ranging from 0.0130 Mpa to 0.0214 Mpa, while holding the other control parameters fixed. The measured [14] and theoretical TIFs are presented in Fig. 5 . Once again, the measured material removal depth and tool imprint radius were well reproduced with the theoretical TIFs. The minor difference in the cross-sectional profile width of both theoretical and experimental TIFs at P T ≥ 0.0179 Mpa can be corrected by either adjusting the parameters of the modified Gaussian function in Eq. (3), or altering the tool material (i.e. polishing cloth). 
Reverse computation of actual polishing pressure from TIF
The precessing tool bonnet is a complex mechanical system of pressurized membrane, cement, and polishing cloth. Therefore, an accurate, mechanical model of the bonnet system is not easily obtainable from straightforward integration of its mechanical element characteristics. A simpler way of characterizing and, hence, optimizing the bonnet system, is to establish a computational process to derive the actual polishing pressure distribution for a set of chosen tooling parameters, from combination of the empirical TIFs and theoretical model. The first step of the computation process for the actual polishing pressure P E(i) starts with Eq. (6) which is a re-arranged form of Eq. (5). P E(i) was calculated for 41 data points (N=41, 0 ≤ i ≤ 40) at the interval of ∆ λ =0.5mm along the TIF cross-sectional profile of 20mm in diameter. This is the actual polishing pressure that the bonnet system exerts inside the polishing spot.
The exact tooling parameters of the measured TIF [14] were not known, but since the shape proximity of both experimental and theoretical TIFs are well demonstrated in Fig. 5 , the five theoretical TIFs in Fig. 5(b) were used as input ∆ z data instead. The resulting (computed) pressure profiles are depicted in Fig 6(a) . Here we re-confirm the aforementioned expectation that, after the removal of tool speed and dwell time effects, the real polishing pressure exerted by the bonnet has edgeless near Gaussian shapes. This implies that the Gaussian pressure distribution inside the polishing spot is a valid approximation for any empirical TIFs of near Gaussian shapes in precessing tool polishing. The second step is to fit the modified Gaussian function of Eq. (3) to the empirical polishing pressure distributions, P E(i) , in Fig. 6(a) . For each computation data point of 0 ≤ i ≤ 40, the pressure difference d (i) between P E(i) (computed from TIF in Fig. 5(b) ) and P (i) (theoretical polishing pressure model as in Eq. (3)), is expressed as Eq. (7). We then defined the standard deviation of the pressure differences σ d as Eq. (8) . The simplex search method [19] was used for the function fitting algorithm, which searches for the optimum parameter set (P T , σ , and ψ ) until it reaches the minimum standard deviation Table 2 lists the optimum parameter sets for the resulting Gaussian functions shown in Fig. 6(b) and the fitting accuracy in terms of the standard deviation σ d , which represents the pressure difference plotted in Fig. 6 (c). Both Table 2 and Fig. 6(c) show the extreme accuracy of the function fit, since the standard deviation of the pressure differences σ d is on the order of e-10 Mpa. This shows that this theoretical model can be successfully used to optimize the bonnet system, by unlocking the relationship between TIF, pressure and velocity in precessing tool polishing. It is worth noting that if the TIF shapes depart significantly from the modified Gaussian function used in this study, the accuracy of the function fit may be degraded. 
Concluding remarks
As the first of two studies in series, the theoretical basis for a new three dimensional polishing simulation technique is reported for efficient fabrication of 2m class hexagonal segment mirrors for ELT projects. The theoretical static tool influence function (sTIF) of the bulged precessing tooling was established, and its applicability for polishing simulation was verified by comparing the computer generated (theoretical) sTIFs against the measured TIFs [13, 14] for various polishing parameters. We then report a reverse computation technique to obtain the actual polishing pressure from the combination of measured TIF and the theoretical model. The results are useful for optimizing the bonnet system by unlocking the relationship between TIF, pressure and velocity in precessing tool polishing. Using the theoretical TIF studied here, a new fabrication simulation technique for 2m class hexagonal segmented mirrors for the EURO50 telescope project will be reported in the second study [17] in the series.
